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1. EXMINATION OF Р Н О Э Ш 細通厕 G S T ESTBIATES FOR 1951 

Mvisory Services (continuation) 

Dr. íJAZIF Bey thought, with reference to the regional advisers 

mentioned at the morning meeting, that such advisers might with 

advantage be drawn from the regions concerned, since they would then 

know local conditions and the languages. 

The committee continued its page-by-page examination of the 1951 

programme and budget. 

Organization of Public Health Services 

Dr. van den B3RG thought that Dental Hygiène (page 148, fifth 

paragraph) was more properly part of the progra«ime of Promotion of 

Health and did not belong under Public Health ^administration. 

In reply to a question by Dr。 Rae, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, 

regarding the approximate cost of one of the regional conferences on 

nursing (page 161， first paragraph), Dr. ELIOT, Assistant Director-

General, Department of Operational Services, stated that a recent 

seminar held in India of maternal and child welfare directors, com-

parable in size, had cost between 3,000 and 3,500 dollars. 

In answer to Mr. Roseman, adviser to Dr. Hyde, she said that the 

estimates for short-term consultants in the field (page 164) were 

lower for 1950 than for 1949 because field offices no longer existed .. 

in China, Ethiopia, Greece and Italy.. The further reduction in 1951 

was due to the cessation of the grant to UKRPR. 

Dr. Eliot confirmed Mr. Lindsay's assumption that the Grade 7 post, 

(page 16S) appearing for the first time in 1951, was that of a technical 

analyst. 

Stimulation of Campaigns against Communicable Diseases 

Dr. SLIOT explained that the decrease in 1951 as compared with 

1950 for Malaria was accounted for by the 1950 Conference on Malaria 

to be held in Africa. 

The general increase in the.estimates for Tuberculosis and Venereal 

Disease came as a result of the numerous surveys on those subjects made 

during I949； increase in field programmes would take the form of 

development of training units, and extension of services for tuberculosis 

control. As regards Venereal Disease3 ths International Serological 

Laboratory Conference planned for 1951 would account for much of the 



dealing with the subject, and the extension of field programmes. 

Dr。 RAE thought that it was not entirely correct to include ' _ 

schistosomiasis among diseases #iich could be "reduced to a minimum by 

the application of sound techniques of environmental sanitation and 

personal hygiene" (page 173, second paragraph, line 6). The Expert 

Committee on Schistosomiasis had emphasized the complexity of the subject. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Executive Board could deal mth the 

matter when it discussed the report of the expert committee. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that many people would be disturbed if 

the disease were not included in the list, and it could, in fact, eventually 

be reduced by the methods mentioned. 

In reply to the Chairman, Dr. ELIOT said that, with regard to Assistant 

to Training Institutes (page 181, first paragraph), requests had been 

received from institutes in India, the Eastern Mediterranean and the Western 

Pacific. 

The estimates for consultants (page 185) had been based on anticipated m 
requests, since the programme was for 1951. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Acting Assistant Director-General, Administration and 

Finance, said, in answer to a query by Mr. Roseman, that the International 

Serological Laboratory Conference planned for 1951 (page 189, third 

paragraph) would cost 153，485。 

To a question by Dr. van den Berg as to #iy Plague (page 1 9 5 ) 侧 

specifically mentioned as the fcrm in which it was a disease of man, é 

Dr. BONNE, Director, Division of Communicable Diseases, said that the 

distinction had been made because the division was not studying sylvatic 

plague, but only plague as it affected man. As regards Tuberculosis, cn 

the other hand, the relationship between human and bovine tuberculosis 

was taken into consideration. 

Dr. ELIOT stated, in connexion with the campaign against tuberculosis 

mentioned on page 184 (first paragraph) that supplies were intended mainly-

for countries not supplied by UNICEF, the continuance of T«hose campaign 

was expected in 1950, although not in 1951. 

Dr. VILIARAMA asked ivhat prevision had been made for the campaign 

against leprosy. 

Dr. ELIOT said thai> it had been transferred to the Technical Assistant 

Programme. 



Professional and Technical Education 

Dr。 ELIOT said the increase in estimates for Exchange of Scientific 

Information (page 231) "was due to the employment of a second medical 

officer in the vxxit. 

The study group on congenital heart disease (page 239^ last words) was 

closely bound up mth Maternal and Child Health; there ж re may requests 

for services of that type. 

Dr. STAMPAR asked for information -with regard to fellowship holders 

from Albania (page 242， second line). 

On being told that they were studying in Czechoslovakia, he asked what 

supervision was exercised over them, and how it was ascertained -whether 

they were making steady progress• 

Dr. GRZEGORZEWSKI, Acting Director, Division of Professional and 

Technical Education^ said that a report was required at the end cf the 

first term. There was as yet no scheme for supervision^ but if it became 

clear that the Fellows were not making satisfactory progress, the question 

would be taken up mth the authorities recommending them. 

In reply to the point raised by Dr. Stamper as to the language 

problem, he stated that the project in question was at an early stage cf 

development and that it had until then been the responsibility,cf the 

national authorities to select candidates they deemed suitable8 If the 

latter proved unsuitable, the Organization would again take up the matter. 

Fellowship holders from Ethiopia were studying in Uganda. 

Dr, RAE also emphasised the question of supervision. National 
» 
administrations should be informed immediately of any signs of slackness. 

Dr. ELIOT indicated that the Regional Director in the Eastern 

Mediterranean would certainly be follo-wing up the matter on a regional basis. 

In reply to Dr. Stamper̂  Mr. SIEGEL said that Ethiopia had paid its 

contributions for 1948 and 1949 and Albania for 1948. 

Mre LINDSAY alternate to Dr. Mackenzie and Dr. van den BERG shared 

the views of Dr, Stampar and Dr。 Rae. . 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that neither selection nor supervision 

were adequate at the moment, the fermer being left to national 

administrations and the latter to local or visiting personnel. 

Dr, STAMPAR paid a tribute to the section concerned with the 

fellowships programme. 



The Organization should institute a strict supervision, Yugoslav 

fellowship holders made a fortnightly report to the government, and 

reports were also requested from the educational authorities under ndiom 

they were studying. 

He strongly disapproved of fellowships for a short period only; 

they should never be for less than three or six months. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it ms the policy to give stipends 

for very short periods only to senior candidates, n\ho could profit by a 

short- visit to gain experience of new methods. 

Mr. HANSON, adviser to Dr.取de, asked Aether fellowship-holders 

returned to work in public health services. It had. been his experience 

that that did not always happen. 

He also asked to #iat extent the total amount £or fellowships would 

be reduced if assistance were given only tc those -who were to be trained 

in fields given priority by the Health Assembly. 

Dr. GRZEOORZEWSn said that approximately b % of all fellowships 

were in the priority subjects. 

Dr. ELIOT said th,at as regional advisers became more experienced, 

the tendency to choose priority subjects -mculd increase. There vrais, 

however, a definite growth of interest in general public«4iealth training, 

and it would be better to try and strengthen that interest than to insist 

on the priorities. 

Fellowships (page 243) 

Dr. RAB emphasized the advantage and desirability of sending Fellow».、 

for training, Tfltierever possible, to demonstration tesrns in their отш 

region, pointing out that the facets of diseases differed so greatly from 

one area to another thet training one area was not necessarily suitable 

for the practical needs in another. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that such was Ше policy of the 

• prganization. He fully agreed that Fellows going for training to highly-

developed communities did not obtain the knowledge they required for 

local conditions. The Regional Directors therefore arranged as far as 

possible for local training with demonstration teams, in demonstration 

areas or at local institutions. The only exception was senior medical 

men, vto might Tdth advantage have fellowships outside their regions. 



Coordination of International Confesses of Medical Sciences (page 245) 

Dr. GRZEGORZEffSn, replying to Dr. Rae, said №at the congresses in 

connexion with 油ich international courses were being organized were 

the International Pediatric Congress, the International Congress on 

Criminology and the International Congress on Ophthalmology. The matter 

W a S Ш с 1 е г negotiation ^ith regard to the International Congress on Surgery. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that in that way it should be possible 

to provide a great deal of additional instruction at relatively small cost. 

Exchange of Scientific Information (page 258) 

Dr. GRZEGORZMSKI informed the committee that the item of expenditure 

in the sum of $ 3,476 for expert advisory committees related to the 

setting-up of a subcommittee on highly technical matters arising out 

of an instruction from the Second World Health Assembly. 

Medical Supplies (page 259) 

D r ' E U 0 T ' ^Plying to Dr. Hyde, stated that although there hçid 

been requests for supplies, no commitments had yet been undertaken. 

Mr. SIEGEL, in reply to a further question by Mr. Hyde, stated that 

váien he had spoken of current operations at the level of 16,300,000 at 

the Previous meeting he had pointed out that it had been assumed that the 

full programme would be carried ont with regard to supplies, fellowships, 

etc» “ 

Dr. HYDE asked vhether there would be a release of staff or a 

reduction cf commitments, such as supplies, if the btdget 呢re reduced 

below $6,300,000. • 
• ‘ • ‘ . 

• . . • . 

Mr. SIEGEL said that in view of ¿he decision of the Second Health 

Assembly the Director-General did not feel 让at he could take responsibility 

f 0 r C U t t i n g tócse i t e m s a n d confirmed that if the budget were reduced below 

the level of $6,300,000 it would be a question of either contracting 

staff or of reducing supplies, fellowships, etc. 

Mr. LINDSAY enquired whether the indication in the 

of the first paragraph on page 260 meaait that in a case 

stepped in, made a procurement and then was reimbursed, 

that that was so. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to Dr. Rae, stated tiiat, with 

regard to supplies on a diminishing scale required to enable countries 

to continue after WHO had left an area (page 261, last paragraph) such 

supplies could not be committed for any particular project without specific 

authority from the Executive Board. 

second sentence 

of emergency, WHO 

Mr. SIEGEL confirmed 



Regional Offices (page 268) 

Dr* RAE subnitted that, if the budget were to be kept down, as 

proposed, with the result that nothing beyond the mere setting-up of 

new regional offices was possible) the money would be better spent 

in the countries of the regions by providing services from Headquarters 

and it would be preferable for the establishment of new regional 

offices to be postponed, 

Mr. SIEGEL said that provision for full regional offices was 

in line with the general policy. It would certainly at least be 

necessary to establish skeleton regional offices in view of the Technical 

Assistance Programme. 

Dr. van den BERG considered that the regional offices programme 

was a matter of principle. If members in a region vrere interested, 

the necessary funds should be allocated and all discrimination avoided. 

.The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed mth Dr. Rae that if the funds available 

were not sufficient to set up a full regional office it would be better 

tç delay its establishment and use the money for providing services 

from Headquarters, 

Dr. HYDE submitted that Africa and the Western Pacific were regions 

•where the development of the Technical Assistance Programme was 

important, so that it was most desirable to have a regional office ready 

vihen Technical Assistance began. Interest in .all the services that were 

available in WHO was greatly stimulated by and throu^i regional offices. 

The regional committee was even more important in that respect. The 
參 

position with regard to the European Regional Office was known, but it was 

not known Tishat the position was in Africa or for the Western Pacific. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that there would be ample opportunity for 

discussion of this subject in the Executive Board. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the requests of the majority required 

for the establishment of regional offices had not yet come in from these 

regions, He must wait for fuller information before he could give the 

details. 

Dr. RAE said that he -wished to see every penny going towards the 

Improvement of the Health of the world, and would hesitate to accept the 

establishment of a regional office unless he were persuaded that it was 

absolutely essential. 



Dr.VILLARAMA informed the committee that he had had conversations 

with responsible ministers of Indonesia and Siam, in láiich he was assured 

that their countries were ready tc cc-operate -with the Philippines and 

were equally anxious for a regional office of WHO to be set up in the 

Western Pacific. It should be possible to group quite a number of countries 

together, and it would certainly be good policy to encourage the 

development of a regional organization. 

Regional offices; Europe (page 269) 

Mr„ LINDSAY thought it might be considered that there was less need 

for a regional office in Europe. If a decision of that nature were taken^ 

a considerable saving would be effected. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that there was a commitment on a 

decision cf the Assembly to set up regional offices at appropriate times. 

The Executive Board could, of course^instruct the Director-General to 

postpone such a development. 

Mr. LINDSAY said that he had net wished to go quite so far， but felt 

that at least the regional committee should be instructed to go slew. 

Dr. van den BERG considered that any further postponement Tyould 

create a most unfavourable impression in many European countries, 

Mr. SIEGEL pointed cut that the 1950 budget provided for the 

continuation of the administrative office and for the establishment of 

the regional office. The committee would perhaps wish to take note that in 

t h e calculations of the budget level, the existence of ¿L1 regional offices 

had been assumed. Regional effices at different stages of establishment 

would create administrative difficulties in carrying cut decentralization. 

It was essential to provide adequate staffs to permit ro^onal offices to 

carry out their responsibilities. Again, the Constitution required . 

regionalization. 

Mr， LINDSAY thought there was much force in Mr. Siegel!s administrative 

argment „ 

Mr. SIEGEL, replying to Mr. Hansen, stated that for the purposes 

of the budget, the Director-General had had to assume that the full recional 

office staffs provided for in the 1950 budget were on the payroll,, 

Regional •directors had now had cabled instructions to "freeze" their 

staffs at the present level. Twenty-four positions had net been filled, but 

as the Director-General did not know viiether the committeG would reconsider 

its policy cf decentralization, the full figures as far as they were knowr” 

for all regional offices, were included, 



Mr. HANSON enquired Aether, on the assumpticn that no recruitment 

had taken place since 31 December 1949, it тас-uld not be possible to 

hold back some of the expansion on established offices, so as to get 

others under way. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that Mr. Hanson was obviously speaking cf 1950, 

Full regional offices in Africa and.the Western Pacific -vrould not be 

set up until 1951, a1thоиф small administrative offices would bo epenod 

in 1950, It would be a mistake to. believe that the recruiting for 1950 

had not started until January 1950. In actual fact, there had been a 

number of instances of prior recruiting, and seme officers had actually-

taken up their duties on 3 January» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded the meeting that the regicnal director 

was entitled tc make commitments in 1949 for 1950. Headquarters.did not 

know how many ha'i been made and the number mi^t well be substantial. 

Mr, HANSON asked whether the cable that had been sent to regional 

directors would not have its effect on the situation under censideration. 

The D工RECT。R.-.GENERAL submitted that such a cable could not possibly 

suggest cancellation of appointments that had been made. For one thing, 

it would leave the Organization open tc be sued for damages, 

Mr. SIEGEL, although he did net knew what margin there was between 

the budgeted staff and the number actually employed at regional offices? 

felt that the committee oould assume there was some margin. 

Central Technical Services (page 64) 

On the invitation of the Chairman Dr. GAUTIER, Assistant Director-

General, Central Technical Services, reviewed the position in that 

department, He felt he should deal first of all "with the question of 

expansion over 1949. In Epidemiology the main emphasis was cn more 

intensive studies cf epidemic diseases, in accordance mth the Health 

Assembly s decision. It had not been possible to include all the 

diseases listed by the Assembly, but particular attention was being 

given to brucellosis which on two occasions had been recommonded both 

by the Assembly and the Executive Board for concentrated attack and rabies. 

The Division of Htalth Statistics was still in the cinbrynrn.c stagoc 

Ihe number emplcyod in that division had net yet reached ^0% of the -staff 

scheduled for 1950. The programme was an exceedingly heavy спе;. and the 

director of the division was in the \menviable position of trying to 

meet the rsqulrements of the Health Assembly with only a skeleton staff. 



EB5/AF>Iin/l2 
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The Division of Therapeutic Substances -ms more static, but 

nevertheless, expansion, i/shich really depended upon the development of 

knowledge, was forseen. The Section 。f Co-ordination of Research was 

also scheduled for expansion, following the Second Health Assembly!s 

resolution that "co-ordination of research is an essential function cf 

WHO"• That section too was in its infancy, but there had been some 

development in the Tuberculosis Research Office, Copenhagen. , 
* 

/ 

Turning to the question of staff, he stated that the positiqns 

filled at the present time amounted to 161， cf -which there were 47 in 

Copenhagen and Singapore and 114 at Headquarters• The estimates fcr 

1950 provided for a total staff of 224， of #iom 156 would be Headquarters 

personnel• 

mth regard tc the question of reducing the budget expenditure by a 

percentage such as 2% or 50^， it was well to consider the composition cf 

the budget for the Department of Technical Services• It was made up of 

(1) personnel, (2) grants established by agreement with the Medical 

Research Council and the Danish Government, #iich could only be cancelled 

by giving a yearns notice, and (3) consultants for quarantine, statistics 

and at the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen. 

He confessed that it was not possible to say "what could be done in 

the -way cf reduction, nor did he consider that it was within the com-

petence cf the Secretariat tc take a decision in the matter. 

Epidemiological Services (page 69) 

Dr. van den BERG asked т/vhether it wculd not be necessary to have a 

.legal man at Headquarters in connexion -with international regulations 

and quarantine， 

Dr. BIRAUD, Director, Division of Epidemiology, replied that at the 

Second Health Assembly the United Kingdom delegation had suggested that 

an officer with legal and quarantine experience should be attached to the 

Section of Sanitary Conventions and Quarantine, Provision had been made 

for the recruitment of a medical officer with legal and quarantine 

experience in the 1950 budget, but the appointment had riot yet been made, 

Epidemiological Services:.Cholera (page 74) 

Dr. van den BERG recalled that vhen discussing the Other Communicable 

Diseases section, a distinction had been made between diseases ready for 

action and those that were not ready. Cholera appeard to be in the 

former category• 



EB5/AF/kin/L2 
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Dr. BIRAUD said that as long as a disease ms in the research stage, 

it remained in the Division of Epidemiology, In the case of cholera, 

field research was still necessary, for it was not yet possible to 

recommend absolutely certain.measures for the prevention of the disease. 

If, h.owever, the field research was carried, to a conclusion in 1950, that 

disease woul4 be transferred to Operational Services for demonstration 

in the field, 

D r . nazif Bey submitted tiiat Dr. Biraudts remarks seemed to confirm 

the view he had already expressed that it was impossible to segregate 

epidemic diseases in the study stage from ihose that were ready for 

operation in the field,. 

Dr..BIRAUD said that in his view they could be administratively 

separated. 

The meeting rose at 5，40 p.m 
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1. EXAMINATION OF PROGRAME AND BUDGET SSTBiATES FOR 1951 (EB5/44) 

•Advisory Services (continuation) • 

Dr. iMZIF Bey thought, with reference to the.regional advisers 

mentioned at the morning meeting, that such advisers might with 

advantage be drawn from the regions concerned, since they would then 

know local conditions and the languages. 

The committee continued its page_by-page examination of the 1951 

programme and budget. 

Organization of Public Health Services 

Dr. van den B3RG thought tíiát Dental Hygiene (page 148, fifth 

paragraph) was more properly part óf the programme.of Promotion of 

Health and did not belong under Public Health /^ministration. 

In reply to a question by Dr. Rae, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, 

regarding the approximate cost of one of the regional conferences on 

nursing (page 161， first paragraph), Dr. ELIOT, Assistant Director-

General , Department of Advisory, Services， stated that a recent 

seminar held in India of maternal and child -welfare directors5 com-

parable in size, had cost between 3^000 and 3,500 dollars. 

In answer to Mr. Roseman, adviser to Dr. Hyde, she said that the 

estimates for short-term consultants in the field (pçLge 164) were 

lower for 1950 than for 1949 because field offices no longer existed 

in China, Ethiopia, Greece and Italy. The further reduction in 1951 

was due to the cessation of the grant to UNRPR. 

. ^r. Mac}cenzio, that,, the 'Grade r'7 post. 

Dr. Eliot confirmed the assiimption of llri binds a/, alternate to^ 

(page 168) appearing for the first time in 1951, was that of a technical 

analyst• • 

Stimulation of Campaigns against Communicable Diseasas 

Dr. ELIOT explained that the decrease in 1951 as compared "with 

1950 for Malaria was accounted for by the 1950 Conference on Malaria 

to be held in Africa^ 

The general increase in the estimates for Tuberculosis and Venereal 

Disease салю as a result of the numerous surveys on those subjects made 

during 19495 increase in field programmes would take the form of 

development of training units，，and extension of services for tuberculosis 

control. ás regards Venereal Disease, the International Serological 

Laboratory Conference planned for 1951 would account for much of the 

increase, together with grants amounting to $10,000 to institutes 



dealing -with the subject, and the extension of field programmes. 

Dr。 RAE thought that it was not entirely correct to include 

schistosomiasis among diseases vùich could be "reduced to a minimm by 

the application of sound techniques of environmental sanitation and 

pérsonal hygiene" (page 173, second paragraph, line 6). The Joint OIHP/C îS 

Study Group/^Scé'istosomiasis had emphasized the complexity of the subject. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Executive Board could deal mth the 

matter -vinen it discussed the report of the expert ccmmittee. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that many people would be disturbed if 

the disease were not included in the list, and it could, in fact, eventually 

be reduced by the methods mentioned. 

In reply to the Chairman, Dr. ЕИШТ said that, with regard to Assistance 

to Training Institutes (page 181, first paragraph), requests had been 

received from institutes in India, the Eastern Mediterranean and the Western 

Pacific. 

The estimates for consultants (page 185) had been based on anticipated 

requests, since the programme was for 1951. 

The SECRETARY . 

said, in answer to a qu^y ty Mr. Roseman, that the International 

Serological Laboratory Conference planned for X951 (page 189, third 

paragraph) would cost $53,485。 

reply 

In/ to a question by Dr. van den Berg as to viay Plague (page 195) vas 

specifically mentioned as the ferra in which it was a disease of man, 

Dr. BONNE, Director, Division of Communicable Diseases, said that the 

distinction had been made., because the division was not studying sylvatic 

'plague, but only plague as it affected man. As regards Tuberculosis, on 

the other hand, the relationship between human and bovine tuberculosis 

was taken into consideration. 

Dr. ELIOT stated, in connexion mth the campaign against tuberculosis 

mentioned on page 184 (first paragraph) that supplies were intended mainly 

for countries not supplied by UNICEF, the continuance of кйюзе campaign 

was expected in 1950， although not in 1951. 

Dr. VILLâRAMA askeci vihat provision had been made for the campaign 

against leprosy. 

Dr. ELIOT' said tha*t it had been transferred to the Technical Assistante 

Programme. 



Professional and Technical Education 

Dr. ELIOT said the increase in estimates for Exchange of Scientific 

Information (page 231) was due to the employment of a second medical 

officer in the vait. 

The study group on congenital heart disease (page 2.39, last words) was 

closely boiond up T.ith Maternal and Child Health; there were many requests 

for services of that type. 

Dr. STAMPAR asked for information with regard to fello-wship holders 

from Albania (page 242, second line). 

On being told that they were studying in Czechoslovakia, he asked -what 

supervision was exercised over tiiem, and how it was ascertained iwhether 

they were making steady progress. 

Dr. GRZEGORZEWSKIj Acting' Director, Division of Professional and 

Technical Education, said that a report was required at the end cf the 

first term. There was as yeb no scheme for supervision, but if it became 

clear that the Fellows were net making satisfactory progress, the question 

would be taken up mth the authorities recommending them. 

In reply to the point raised by Dr. Stampar as to the language 

problem, he stated that the project in question was at an early stage of 

development and that it had until then been the responsibility,of the 

national authorities to select candidates tí敬 deemed suitable. If the 

latter proved unsui^i^l''^ Organization would again take up the matter. 

Fellowship holders from Ethiopia would study in Uganda,' 

Dr. RAE also emphasised the question cf supervision. National . 

administrations should be informed immediately of any signs of slackness. 

Dr. ELIOT indicated that.the-Regional Director in the Eastern 

Mediterranean would certainly be folio-wing up the matter on a regional basis 

In reply to Dr. Stampar, t.h" ；;ECRETAHI said that Ethiopia had paid its 

contributions for 1948 and 1949 and Albania fcr 1948. 

Mr, LINDSAY and Dr. van don BSRG shax-od the views of Dr, Stanpar and 

Dr. Rae— 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that neither selection nor supervision . 

were adequate at the moment, the former being left to national 

administrations and the latter to local or visiting personnel* 

Dr. STAMPAR paid a tribute to the section concerned with the 

fellowships pro gramma, 



- ' t . I 

The Organization should institute a strict supervision. Yugoslav 

fellowship holders made a fortnightiy report tc the government, and 

reports were' also requested from tiie educational authorities under vhom 

they were studying. 

He strongly disapproved of fellowships for a short period only; 

they ahcruld never be for less than three or six months. 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL said that it was the policy to give étipenda-

for very short periods only to senior candidates, viho could profit by a 

short visit to gain experience cf new methods, 

Mr. HANSON, adviser to Dr. Hyde, asked тЛether fellowship^clders 

returned to work in public health services. It had been his experience 

that that did not always happen. 

He also asked to vhat extent the total .amount Sor- fellowships would 

be reduced if assistance were, given only tc these #10 were to be trained '• 

in fields given priority by the Health Assembly, 

Dr. GRZEGORZEWSKI said that approximately в % of all fellowships 

were in the priority subjects. 

Dr. ELIOT said that as regional advisers became more experienced, 

the tendency to choose priority subjects vrould increase. There uvas, 

however, a definite growth of interest in general publioiiealth training, 

and it wculd be better to try and strengthen that interest than tc insist 

on the priorities. 

Fellowships (page 243〉 

•Dr. RAE emphasized the advantage and desirability of sending Fellows 

•for training, Tfliierever possible, to demonstration teams in their owi 

region, pointing out that the facets cf diseases differed so greatly from 

one area to another thet training .̂n one area was not necessarily suitable 

for the practical needs in another. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that such was the policy of the 

Organization. He fully agreed that Fellows going for training to highly-

developed conmiunities did not obtain the knowledge they required for 

local conditions. The Regional Directors therefore arranged as far as 

possible for local training with demonstration teams, in demonstration 

.'areas or at local institutions. The .on]^ exception tras senior medical 

•men, 1Л0 might Tdth advantage have fellowships outside their regions. 



Co-ordination of International Congresses of Medical Sciences (page 245) 

Dr. GRZEGORZEWSICE, replying to Dr. Rae, said that the congresses in 

connexion with which international courses were being organized were the 

International Pediatric Congress, the International Congress on Criminology 

and the International Congress on Ophthalmology. The matter was under 

negotiation with regard to the International Congress on Surgery and the 

International Congress of Dentistry. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that in that way it should be possible 

to provide a great deal of additional instruction at. relatively small cost, 

Exchange of Scientific Information (page 258) 

Dr. GRZEGORZEWSKI informed the committee that the item of expenditure in 

the sum of |3,476 for expert advisory committees related to the setting-up 

of a sub-committee on highly technical matters of exchange of scientific 

information as a sub-committee of the E^ert Committee on Professional and 

Technical Education. The latter committee would пе et in .1950 and was 

expectcd to recommend the establis—«^rt of a sub-corranittee in 1951, 

Medical Supplies (page 259) 

Dr. ELIOT, replying to Dr. Hyde, stated that although there had been 

requests for supplies, no commitments had yet been undertaken-

The SECRETARY, in reply to a further question by Dr. Hyde, stated that 

when he had spoken of current operations at the level of $6,300,000 at the 

previous meeting he had pointed out that it had been assumed that the full 

programme would be carried out with regard to supplies, fellowships, etc. 

Dr. HÏDE asked whether there would, be a release of staff or a 

reduction of commitments, such as supplies, if the budget were reduced 

below |6,300,000 

The SECRETARY said that in view of the decision of the Second Health 

Assemly the Director-Gcneral did not feci that he could take responsibility 

for cutting those items ani confirmed that if the budget were reduced below 

the level of |6,300,000 it would be a question of cither contracting staff 

or of reducing supplies, fellowships, etc. 

Mr, LINDSAY enquired whether the indication in the second sentence of 

the first paragraph on page 260 mant that iri a case of emergency, TOO 

stepped in, made a procurement and then was reimbursed. The SECRETARY 

confirmed that that was so. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL; replying to Dr. Rac, stated that, with regard 

to supplies on a diminishing scale required to enable countries to 



Regional Offices (page 268) 

Dr. RAE submitted -fchat, if tiie buJget were to be kept dom as 

proposed, with the result that nothing beyond the mers setting-up of 

new regicnal offices was possible, the money would be better spent 

in the countries cf the regions by providing services from Headquarters 

and it would be preferable for the establishment of new regional 

offices tc be postponed. 

The SECRETARY said that provision for full regional offices was 

in line with the general policy. It т/vould certainly at least be 

necessary to establish skeleton regional offices in view of the Technical 

Assistance Programme. 

Dr. van den BERG oonsidered that the regional offices programme.；......：' 

was a matter of principle. If members in a region тете interested,1' 

the necessaiy funds should be allocated and all discrimination avoided. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed mth Dr. Rae that if the funds available 

were not sufficient to set up a full regional office it would be better 

to delay, its establishment and use the money for providing services 

from Headquarters. 

Dr. HYDE submitted that Africa and the Western Pacific were regions 

•where the development of the Technical Assistance Programme was 

important, so that it was most desirable to have a regicnal office ready 

vihen Technical Assistance began. ’ Interest in all the services that were 

available in WHO was greatly stimulated by and through re£-p.onal offices. 

The regional committee was even more important in that respect. The 

position with regard to the European Regional Office was knowi, but it was 

not кпотш Tiàat the position was in Africa or for the Western Pacific, 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that there would, be emple opportunity fcr 

discussion of this subject in the Executive Boar;!. 

The DIRECTOHr-GENERAL said the requests of the majority required 

ior the establishment of regional offices had not yet come in from these 

regions, He must wait for fuller information before he could give the 

details• 

Dr. RAE said that he mshed to see every penny going towards the 

jjTiprovement of the Health of the world, and would.hesitate to accept the 

establishment of a regional office unless he were persuaded that it -was 

absolutely essential. 



Dr.VILLARAMA info me "1 the committee that he had had conversations 

with responsible ministers cf Indonesia and Siam, in itíiich he was assured 

that their countries were reaJy to co-operate with the Philippines and 

wore equally anxious for a regional office of l/KHO to be set up in the 

Western Pacific. It should be possible to group quite a number of ccuntriej 

together, and it would certainly be good policy to encourage the 

development of a regional crganization. 

Regional offices; Eurcpe (page 269) 

Mr. bINDSAï thought it might be considered that there was less need 

for a regional office in Europe. If a decision of that nature were taken 

a considerable saving -wc'iilci "be effected0 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that there was a commitment on a 

decision cf the Assembly to set up regional offices at appropriate times, 

The Executive Board couldc of course^instruct the Director—General to 

postpone such a development, 

Mr. LINDSAY said that he had not wished to go quite so far, but felt 

that at least the regional conurdttee should Ъе instructed to go slow. 

Dr。van den BERG considered that angr further postponement 可ould 

create a most unfavourable impression in many European countries, 

Tho SECHmRY pointed cut that tiie 1950 budget provided for the 

continuation of the.administrative office and for the establishment of 

•the regional office. The committee would perhaps msh to take note that in 

the calculations of the budget level； the existence of ¿L1 regional offices 

had been assumed. Regional offices at different stages of establishment 

would create administrative difficulties in carrying out decentralization. 

It was essential to provide adequate staffs to permit regional offices to 

carry out their responsibilities. Again,, the Constitutif nired 

regicnalization. • 

Mr. LINDSAY .thought there was much force in Mr, Siegel's administrative 

argument„ 

The CECEÜÍiUilj replying tc Mr. Hansen) stated that for the purposes 

of the budget，the Director-General had. had to assume that the fu^l re ^.cnal 

office staffs provided for in the 1950 budget were -on the payroll» 

Regional directors had now had cabled instructions to "freeze" their 
i 

staffs at the present level, Twenty…;four positions had not been filledj but 

as the Director-General did not knew váiether the committee would reconsider 

its policj cf decentraiizatiorij the full figures as far as they were к-кжп, 

for all regional offices； were included. 



Rov. 1 

Mr. HANSON enquired blether, on the assumption that no recruitment 

had taken place since 31 .December 1949, it would not be possible to 
， 

hold back some of the expansion on established offices, so as to get 

others under way. 

The. SECRETARY said that Mr. Hanson was obviously speaking of 1950. 

Full regional offices in Africa and the Western Pacific would not be 

set up rnatil 1951, although small administrative offices would be opened 

in 1950. It would be a mistake tc believe that the recruiting fcr 1950 

had not started until January 1950. In actual fact, there had been a 

number of instances of prior recruiting, and some officers had actually 

taken up their duties cn 3 Jariuarŷ  

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL reminded the meeting that the regional director 

was entitled tc make ccmmitments in 1949 for 1950 „ Headquartars did not 

know how many had been made and the number might well be subs-cantial, 

Mr. HANSON asked whether the cable that had been sent to regional 

dlrectcrs would net have its effect on the'situation .under consideration. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL submitted that such a cable coulci not possibly • 

suggest cancellation of appcintments that had been made. For one thing, 

it would leave the Organization open tc be sued for damages, 

The .SEGP^TARI, althou^ he did not knew what margin there vjas between 

the budgeted staff and the number actually employed at regicnel offices, 

felt that the committee oould assume there was some margin» 

Central Technical Services (page 64) 

On the invitation of the Chairman Dr. GAUTIER, Assistant Director-

General, Central Technical Services, reviewed the position in that 

department. He felt he should deal first cf all váth the question of 

expansion over 1949. In Epidemiology the main emphasis, was on more 

intensive studies of epidemic diseases, in accordance mth the Health 

Assembly's decision. It had not been possible to include vll the 

diseases listed by the Asseubly, but particular attention was H n g 

given to brucellosis, v/hich on two occasions had been recommended both 

by the Assembly and the Executive Board for concentrated attack and rabies. 

The Division of Health Statistics was still in the embxyonic stage, 

Ihe number employed in that division had net yet reached 50% of the staff 

scheduled for 1950. The programme was an exceedingly heavy onê  ？,nd the 

director of the division was in the unenviable position of trying to 

meet the requirements of the Health Assembly with only a skeleton staff. 



The Division of Therapeutic Substances was more static, but 

nevertheless, expansion, #iich really depended upon the development of 

knowledge, was Гогозееш The Section of Coordination of Research was 

also scheduled for expansion, following the Second Health Assembly's 

resolution that "coordination of research is an essential function of 

WHO" • That section too uvas in its infancy5 but there had bçen some 

development in the Tuberculosis Research Office, Copenhagen• 

Turning to the question of staff, he stated that the positions 

filled at the present time amounted tc 161, cf -which there were 47 in 

Copenhagen and Singapore and 114 at Headquarters. The estimates for 

1950 provided for a total staff of 224, of тйюш 156 would be Headquarters 

personnel. 

With regard tc the question cf reducing the budget expenditure by a 

percentage such as 25% or 50%} it was well tc consider the ccmposition of 

the budget for the Department of Technical Services. It was made up of 
. . * 

(1) personnel, (2) grants established by agreement with the Medical 

Research Council and the Danish Government, -ràiich could only be cancelled 

by giving a year's notice, and (3) consultants for quarantine, statistics 

and at the Tuberculosis Research Office in Copenhagen, 

He confessed that it was not possible tc say vhat could be done in 

the' шу cf reduction, nor did he consider that it was within the ccmr» 

petence cf the Secretariat tc take a decision in the matter« 

Epidemiological Services (page 6罗） 

Dr. van den BERG asked -whether it would not be necessary to have a 

legal man at Headquarters in connexion mth international regulations 

and quarantine. 

Dr. BIRAUD, Director, Division of Epidemiology, replied that at the 

Second Health Assembly the United Kingdom delegation had suggested that 

an officer with legal and quarantine experience should be attached to the 

Section of Sanitary Conventions and Quarantine厂 Provision had been made 

fcr the recruitment of a medical officer with legal and quarantine 

experience in the 1950 budget, but the appointment had not yet been made. 

Epidemiological Services:.Choleta (page 74). 

Dr. van den BERG recalled that TAhen discussing the Other Communicable 

Diseases section, a distinction had been made between diseases ready for 

action and those that were not ready. Cholera a p p e a r e d to be in the 

former category • • 
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Dr, BIRAUD said that as lcng as 'a disease was in thé research stage, 

it remained in the Division of Epidemiology. In the case of cholera, 

field research was still necessaiy, for it was not yet possible to . 

recommend absolutely certain measures for the prevention of the disease. 

If, however, the field research was carried to a conclusion in 1Ç50, that, 

disease woul4 be transferred to Advisory Services for demonstration 

in the field. 

Dr. NAZIF Bey submitted that Dr. Biraudls remarks seemed to confirm 

the view he had already expressed that it was impossible to segregate 

epidemic diseases in the study stage from those that' were ready for 

operation in the field. 

Dr..BIRAUD said that 块о present policy vrgs- ^ a t • th.cy"could 

Ьо adr.tlni3tratiyely separated. 

The meeting rose at 5 40 p.m. 


